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Abstract. Improving error resilience of video communications over packet
lossy channels is an important and tough task. We present a framework to
optimize the quality of video communications based on distributed video
coding (DVC) in practical packet lossy network scenarios. The peculiar
characteristics of DVC indeed require a number of adaptations to take
full advantage of its intrinsic robustness when dealing with data losses
of typical real packet networks. This work proposes a new packetization
scheme, an investigation of the best error-correcting codes to use in a
noisy environment, a practical rate-allocation mechanism, which minimizes decoder feedback, and an improved side-information generation
and reconstruction function. Performance comparisons are presented
with respect to a conventional packet video communication using
H.264/advanced video coding (AVC). Although currently the H.264/AVC
rate-distortion performance in case of no loss is better than state-ofthe-art DVC schemes, under practical packet lossy conditions, the proposed techniques provide better performance with respect to an H.264/
AVC-based system, especially at high packet loss rates. Thus the error
resilience of the proposed DVC scheme is superior to the one provided
by H.264/AVC, especially in the case of transmission over packet lossy
networks. © 2013 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10
.1117/1.OE.52.7.071506]
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1 Introduction
The last decade has seen an exponential increase in the
diffusion of video communication applications. Moreover,
such applications currently can run on heterogeneous devices
with very different capabilities, ranging from mobile devices
with relatively small displays and limited power and computational resources to powerful personal computers with
high-definition displays.1 This advancement has been made
possible by the intense research and development efforts
in the field by academy and industry. A key contribution
has been the increasing compression and resiliency performance offered by the new hybrid video coding standards
such as H.264/ advanced video coding (AVC),2 which
allowed us to optimize the video presentation quality to
end users while saving computational resources and bitrate.
Recently, the emerging high-efficiency video coding (HEVC)
standard3 showed that it is possible to further improve
coding efficiency, especially for the case of high-resolution
video.4,5
Moreover, the usefulness of video applications in the
mobile environment pushed researchers to investigate solutions to improve the error resiliency of video communications over wireless packet networks. This scenario has also
been addressed in the design phase of new standards such as
the H.264/AVC, which, differently from previous standards,
incorporates error resiliency tools specifically designed for
packet network technology.6 Also, the introduction of a
0091-3286/2013/$25.00 © 2013 SPIE
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clear separation between the video coding layer and the network adaptation layer facilitates the design of adaptation
schemes for peculiar scenarios such as the case of heterogeneous networks.7

1.1 Distributed Video Coding: A New Paradigm
While many research efforts have been devoted to the optimization of the traditional hybrid video coding scheme, for
resource-limited environments, a number of researchers
started to focus on a completely different paradigm, i.e., distributed video coding (DVC),8 which promises to shift the
computational complexity from encoder to decoder, with
obvious benefits when the encoder is severely constrained
in terms of energy and complexity. The key advantage of
DVC is the possibility to perform encoding for each frame
independently without negatively affecting quality performance. For a given bitrate, much lower encoding complexity
is required with respect to the hybrid video coding scheme
since the motion estimation step is not needed. However,
complexity is shifted to the decoder, which needs to perform
additional operations to reconstruct the original data by taking into account the correlation between several frames.
Another outstanding advantage of DVC is the absence of
a prediction loop in the encoder, which yields low encoding
complexity and improved error resilience. Although the advantage of low encoding complexity of DVC is being eroded
by new efficient video compression techniques for traditional
video coding, the intrinsic error resilience of DVC turns out
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to be a very attractive feature to implement robust video
transmissions.
In practice, there are two main DVC architectures that
have been proposed so far.9,10 Unfortunately, DVC still provides scarce rate distortion (RD) coding performance compared with the theoretical upper bound; hence the majority of
the works dealing with DVC focused on addressing this
issue.9 On the other hand, some researchers have also realized the potential of the intrinsic error resilience of DVC and
introduced DVC into traditional video transmission for better
error resilience. Unfortunately, few works focused on the
performance of standalone DVC systems in case of transmission of DVC data over packet lossy channels, which is an
important issue to address in order to move toward the
deployment of effective DVC-based communication applications. Also when transmission issues are considered, existing
works often analyze the transmission performance in theoretical scenarios, which can be far from actual network conditions. The detailed review of related work will be discussed
in Sec. 2.
1.2 Goals and Novelties of this Work
Current DVC architectures typically rely on error correcting
codes to implement the encoding algorithm. Therefore, those
architectures are deemed inherently robust to transmission
errors or losses. While in part this is true, however, it
must be noted that error-correcting codes in DVC schemes
are often optimized to recover the errors introduced by the
“virtual channel,” a fundamental element of the DVC block
diagram, as it will be discussed in Sec. 3, and not by actual
transmission using current packet network technologies.
Indeed, the peculiar behavior of packet networks in terms
of data loss patterns can strongly affect the performance
of the DVC scheme, as it will be discussed in this work.
Therefore, techniques aimed at improving the error resilience
of DVC schemes in practical scenarios are strongly needed.
This paper aims at proposing new techniques to solve the
practical issues encountered while transmitting DVC data on
a real packet network. In more details, a number of new,
practical enhancements to DVC schemes are proposed in
this work to allow successful DVC communications to
take place on packet networks.
The novelties and main contributions of this work with
respect to the existing literature, reviewed in Sec. 2, can
be summarized as follows: (1) An investigation of the suitability of different types of error correcting codes used in
DVC for the case of transmission over a noisy channel.
(2) A practical way to arrange the compressed DVC data
into packets, which has many advantages, including the minimization of the impact of packet losses on the performance
and the possibility to adapt the packet content using a practical rate-allocation algorithm which also considers channel
conditions. (3) A practical rate-allocation algorithm whose
mechanisms consider the condition of both the virtual channel and the real transmission; the key novelty is that the algorithm can compute the rate of the transmission over errorprone channels without relying on extensive feedback to
the encoder. (4) Algorithms to generate and reconstruct
the best possible side information (SI) in packet lossy channel conditions are given, so that the performance of the DVC
scheme is maximized. (5) A reconstruction function to deal
with the case of losses exceeding the error correction
Optical Engineering

capabilities provided by the received parity bits and make
full use of successfully decoded bit planes.
Simulation results are provided to show the effectiveness
of the proposals when the previous techniques are incorporated into a common DVC architecture, i.e., the DISCOVER
one introduced in Ref. 9. However, note that all the robustness techniques proposed in this work are suitable for any of
the codec variants proposed in the literature, which are based
on the original DISCOVER architecture. Thus, when the
research community will develop new techniques to improve
the coding efficiency of the DISCOVER architecture, our
proposals can be readily incorporated in a straightforward
way so that the global performance of communication can
take advantage of the improvements in DVC research.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
outline of the related work. Section 3 presents the theoretical
background on DVC including the reference scheme adopted
in this work. Section 4 briefly reviews the DVC coding architectures aiming at understanding, at a high level, the challenge and additional work that is needed for transmission
of the coded data over practical real packet networks.
Section 5 investigates the error resilience of different
types of channel coding schemes for DVC transmission purposes. A proposal for an efficient packetization scheme is
presented in Sec. 6, followed by Secs. 7 and 8, which explain
how the proposed scheme deals with rate allocation, SI generation and reconstruction function in packet lossy networks,
respectively. Section 9 presents simulation results, followed
by conclusions in Sec. 10.
2 Related Work
Techniques for improving the reliability of video transmission over error-prone channels have always received a great
deal of attention by the research community. A large number
of them have been proposed in the literature, and summarizing all of them is out of the scope of this paper. However, it is
interesting to note that many of them focused on introducing
error resilient coding tools directly into existing video
encoders, eventually leading to extensions of the standards
themselves, as overviewed in Ref. 11. Moreover, the introduction of video coding standards such as H.264/AVC,2
which has gained a tremendous popularity in recent years,
has further increased the availability of such resilience
tools, since H.264/AVC has been the first standard to specifically address the issue of transmission over packet networks
starting from the design phase. Indeed, it is the first standard
to isolate the codec core (the video coding layer) from the
remaining parts.12 This allows better efficiency in utilizing
different types of channels, and in particular packet
networks.13
Thus, when the first DVC architectures have been proposed, it has been immediately clear that one of the attractive
advantages of DVC over traditional hybrid video codec
schemes that needed specific tools for error resilience is
its intrinsic ability to deal with transmission errors. This
strength led many researchers to readily employ DVC
schemes to exploit such a characteristic by, e.g., supplementing a principal, traditional video communication system with
Wyner-Ziv (WZ) encoded video to enhance communication
robustness or use it on its own. Both approaches are reviewed
in following subsections.
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2.1 DVC-Aided Robust Video Transmission
A number of researchers proposed to use WZ encoded
stream to “protect” the original video stream, showing
that significant gains are possible with respect to the traditional approach. For instance, Ref. 14 uses this scheme to
mitigate the picture quality drop suffered by traditional forward error correction based systems, resorting, in case of
necessity, to the WZ stream that, in turn, uses the corrupted
video as SI. A similar technique can also be used to protect
base layer information in a scalable video coding scheme, as
done in Ref. 15. The same approach can also be applied to
protect region-of-interests (ROI) within the frames of a video
sequence, as done in Ref. 16. Others propose to add small
information pieces for redundancy purposes, termed coset in
Ref. 17, instead of a whole WZ video stream. However,
Ref. 17 assumes a maximum coset erasure probability of
10−3 , which strongly limits its applicability to practical scenario where the packet loss ratio (PLR) can be up to 20%.
DVC principles are also introduced into multiple description
image coding for better error resilience.18
2.2 Standalone DVC Over Error-Prone Channels
When used as a standalone system, DVC has shown great
advantages for many appealing scenarios that require lowcomplexity encoding, such as wireless multimedia sensor
networks, low-power surveillance, mobile camera phones,
etc. For these types of applications, the traditional video coding paradigm can be too demanding, whereas DVC coding
and transmission is best suited, since it can provide both coding efficiency and significant error resilience. However, most
of the works dealing with DVC focus on improving the
encoder rate-distortion performance,8 since state-of-art systems are still far from their theoretical performance bound.
To the best of our knowledge, very few works dealt with the
issues caused by transmitting DVC compressed data over
unreliable packet networks. In the following we attempt a
review of the works dealing with this specific aspect, discussing advantages and limitations with particular reference to
the techniques proposed in this paper.
The work in Ref. 19 presents a robust wireless video multicast solution based on the PRISM architecture,10 focusing
on the introduction of scalability in the DVC scheme. The
work achieves better performance than scalable H.263þ,
considering a maximum of 10% packet loss rate. However,
two main disadvantages reduce its applicability in practical
scenarios: encoding complexity is increased by partial motion
search operations and rate allocation mainly relies on offline
training, which reduces the local efficiency of the algorithm.
Moreover, the work does not consider the errors introduced
by the packet losses (the typical impairment in real packet networks) that corrupt the SI, which can have a strong influence on
the system error resilience performance.
A preliminary study of the error resilience of a transform
domain WZ codec (TDWZ)20 has been accomplished in
Ref. 21, where several coding cases are studied and better
error resilience than H.264/AVC, in “no motion” configuration [although the authors have not clearly described this
point, the performance for H.264/AVC is similar to the
one shown in Ref. 9, where H.264/AVC in “no motion” configuration (I-B-I scheme with no motion vectors) is studied
for the same conditions and sequences], has been shown.
However, most of their results (including the comparison
Optical Engineering

with H.264/AVC) are based on unpractical assumptions:
(1) in some cases, they assume the additional WZ data
can always be requested through a feedback channel to
implement a “decoding/transmission of more data/decoding”
(DTD) loop, which would introduce high latency, as pointed
out in Ref. 22, but most practical systems do not allow it; (2)
each additional segment of bits is packetized into one packet,
introducing a large overhead due to the very small packet
payload; (3) in the cases where no feedback channel is
used, they assume that the rate can be perfectly estimated
at the encoder. They also do not analyze or address the
issue of designing techniques to improve the error resilience,
but simply perform experiments with the plain version of
the codec and report the results which, due to the previous
limitations, show significant performance degradation [i.e.,
about 5 dB peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) performance
loss at 350 kbps for the foreman sequence where only the key
frames are corrupted].
A more comprehensive study of the error resilience
characteristics of two of the main DVC architectures,
namely the Stanford architecture (DISCOVER)9 and PRISM
architecture,10 has been presented in Ref. 23. Their results
have shown better error resilience of both DISCOVER
and PRISM with respect to H.264/AVC (i.e., 4 dB PSNR
loss for DISCOVER and 9 dB loss for H.264/AVC at
300 kbps), besides indicating that DISCOVER outperforms
PRISM in RD terms. Similar to the work in Refs. 21, 23 also
uses a feedback channel to implement the DTD loop to deal
with loss of WZ data, which is unpractical due to latency, as
previously explained. The authors also state that the comparison between DISCOVER and H.264/AVC is somehow
not fair, since DISCOVER can ask more data through feedback channel in case of data loss while H.264/AVC cannot.
In the latter case, performance should be better.
Summarizing the previous discussion, although the existing
work provided some insight about the error resilience capability of DVC, many practical issues have been ignored. None of
the works has taken into consideration the channel-coding
scheme used in the DVC. In order to exploit, to the maximum
extent and in a practical way, the intrinsic error resilience of
DVC, this work proposes a number of new algorithms
and novel solutions that address the gaps and limitations in
the literature as more specifically discussed in detail in
Sec. 4, in particular a comprehensive analysis of different channel codes for Slepian-Wolf coding (SWC) over error-prone
channels, a practical way to arrange the compressed DVC
data into packets showing how this aspect is fundamental to
optimize transmission over packet networks, a rate-allocation
mechanism that eliminates the DTD scheme, which is not suitable for practical scenarios, how to reconstruct the best possible
SI in a scenario where key frames are corrupted, and a
reconstruction function to deal with the case of decoding failure for some bit planes. These contributions, which significantly improve the existing literature, will be described in
detail in Secs. 5, 6, 7, and 8.
3 Theoretical Background
3.1 Compression of Source with Decoder Side
Information (Slepian-Wolf Problem)
Let Xn be the source that must be transmitted to receiver.
Source entropy is HðXÞ. Suppose that there exists a source
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Yn, available at the receiver, which is correlated with Xn
(Fig. 1). According to the Slepian-Wolf theorem,24 the source
Xn can be reliably transmitted if the following condition is
satisfied:
Rx ≥ HðXjYÞ;

(1)

where Rx is the transmission rate of Xn.
3.2 Capacity of Channels with Uncoded Side
Information
Consider a scenario similar to Fig. 1, but now there exist two
independent parallel channels, and the inputs to both channel
are encoded (Fig. 2). According to Shannon’s coding
theorem, the source Xn can be reliably transmitted if the following condition is satisfied:
HðXÞ ≤ C1 þ C2 ;

(2)

where C1 and C2 are the channel capacity of channels 1 and
2, respectively.
Suppose Xn is directly transmitted in channel 2 without
coding by encoder 2, the source can be transmitted if, according to Ref. 25,
HðXjZÞ ≤ C1 ;

(3)

where Zn is the output of channel 2. If block channel coding
is used, the block length of source Xn is k, code word length
is n, the source is transmissible if the following condition is
satisfied asymptotically:
n∕k ≥ ½HðXjZÞ∕C1 :

(4)

4 Architectures for DVC
4.1 DVC Coding Schemes
The DISCOVER architecture described in Ref. 9 is one of
the most popular and successful DVC schemes, and it is
currently regarded as the state-of-art DVC coding solution.
This work follows the DISCOVER architecture, which is
depicted in Fig. 3. Video source is first split into interleaved
key frames and WZ frames. Key frames are encoded independently, with a H.264/AVC intra encoder. WZ frames
are discrete cosine transformed (DCT) and quantized.
Coefficients are organized into bit planes and encoded by
Un

Xn
Source

Encoder

Zn
Perfect
Channel

X̂n

channel encoder. The channel code can be a turbo code
(TC),26 a low-density parity check code (LDPC),27 or an
LDPC accumulated code (LDPCA).28 Then the parity bits
(for TC and LDPC) or syndrome bits (for LDPCA) are stored
in a buffer and transmitted to the decoder partially, under the
control of the rate allocation (RA) module. The main task of
the RA module is to estimate the minimum number of parity
bits or syndrome bits to be sent for each bit plane and each
band. RA can be accomplished with29 or without30 decoder’s
feedback, either in decoder or encoder.
At the decoder side, the key frames are first decoded independently with a H.264/AVC intra decoder. For each WZ
frame, first its SI is generated from adjacent key frames.
Then SI is DCT, quantized, and subdivided into bit planes.
With the help of the virtual channel model between SI and
WZ frame, the soft input information of each bit plane is
calculated and used as input for the channel decoder module,
where iterative decoding is executed. Once all the bit planes
are decoded, all the coefficient bands are reconstructed, with
the help of SI. Finally, the decoded WZ frames are generated
by means of the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT).
4.2 Practical DVC Over Packet Lossy Channel
Although the DISCOVER codec can achieve significant
performance when forward and backward channels are
noiseless, when considering practical transmission of a
DISCOVER stream over packet lossy channel several points
should be considered and optimized.
First, the parity/syndrome bits for all the bit planes must
be divided into packets before transmission. In the
DISCOVER codec,9 the minimum number of syndrome/parity bits to be transmitted to decoder is first estimated on the
basis of the minimal theoretical rate Rmin . If the WZ decoder
fails, more syndrome/parity bits are requested from the
encoder using a feedback channel, and decoding is repeated.
In this paper, we define this process based on a feedback
channel as the DTD process. For each DTD cycle, an additional small amount of parity/syndrome bits are transmitted.
This is a very small payload to be sent in a single packet. So,
in practical packet lossy channels, this DTD process needs to
be avoided. An RA module should be introduced to decide
the amount that is needed for WZ decoding at one time, then
all the data are packetized using a reasonable packet length
for transmission. In addition, the actual number of transmitted bits should be higher when packet losses are possible in
the transmission channel, which means that the RA module
should consider the PLR for rate allocation.

Decoder

DCT

Yn

Fig. 1 Compression with decoder side information.
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Yn

Encoder 1

Channel 1

Encoder 2

Channel 2

Channel
Encoder

Bitplane
Extraction
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X̂n

Channel
Decoder

H.264
Intra Encoder

Fig. 2 Compression with transmission of side information.
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Fig. 3 The simplified DISCOVER codec.
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Second, the key frames are also affected by packet loss,
and several blocks may be lost. The lost blocks can be concealed by traditional error concealment techniques based on
the knowledge of the location of the missing blocks. Such
information could be easily derived, for instance, from the
sequence number of packets if the real-time transport protocol is used. Therefore, an error mask for key frame indicating
the concealed areas can be easily constructed and should be
considered for SI generation for better SI quality.
Finally, not all the bit planes can be decoded without
errors depending on the amount of lost parity/syndrome
bits. So the reconstruction function also needs to be
modified.
The proposed practical distributed video coding scheme
over packet lossy channel is shown in Fig. 4. This paper will
mainly deal with the problems of rate allocation, packetization, channel decoder, SI generation, and reconstruction,
whose blocks are shown in gray in Fig. 4.

5.1 Message Propagation Decoding Algorithms
for LDPC
An instance of an LDPC code can be specified by a paritycheck matrix or a bipartite graph as shown in Fig. 5, where
the circle nodes represent variable nodes and square nodes
stand for the check nodes. The decoding algorithm for
LDPC is based on the belief propagation algorithm, which
can be solved by means of a message-passing algorithm
(MPA) using bipartite graph.
The basic idea of MPA can be described as the extrinsic
information being propagated between check nodes and variable nodes iteratively. Figure 6 shows the message propagation in the subbipartite of Fig. 5. The simplified MPA can be
given as follows (more details can be found in Ref. 34):
1. Each variable node vi processes its
input messages
→
to calculate the output message mij , which is then
→
propagated to the neighboring check node cj . mij
concerns the temporal probabilities of the code bits
ðzi ¼ b; b ∈ f0; 1gÞ in current iteration, conditioned
by input messages including the information of
received channel sample yi (in Fig. 6, i ¼ 0, j ¼ 2).
2. Each check node cj processes its←input messages to
calculate the output message mji , which is then

5 Channel Coding in DVC
Roughly speaking, DVC is composed of quantization
followed by Slepian-Wolf lossless source coding. Better
SWC performance will lead to better performance of
DVC in any circumstance. In this section we will focus
on the SWC performance with transmission erasures. The
source-coding problem of SWC is actually a channel coding
one and near-capacity channel codes such as turbo and
LDPC codes can be used to approach the Slepian-Wolf
limits.31 However, it has already been proven that LDPC
can achieve better error-correction performance than TC,32
which can result in better performance for practical DVC
codecs. For LDPC-based DVC systems, there exists two
schemes, i.e., the syndrome-based approach9 and paritybased approach.33 Since the correlation varies from frame
to frame, band to band, bit plane to bit plane, the rate for
perfect decoding should adaptively change. For paritybased SWC, the rate adaptability can be implemented by
code puncturing.33 For syndrome-based SWC, rate adaptability is achieved by syndrome accumulation.9 Indeed,
when considering transmission of DVC data over a perfect
channel, the syndrome-based approach can outperform the
parity-based approach. But when losses are considered,
the situation changes. This issue is briefly discussed in
the following subsections.

v0

c0

v1
c1

v2
v3

c2

v4

c3

v5

c4

v6
c5

v7

Fig. 5 Bipartite of LDPC codes.

c0
y0

v1
c1

v0
mij

c2

mij

v5

Fig. 6 Message propagated between check nodes and variable
nodes (left: message from v 0 to c 2 ; right: message from c 1 to v 5 ).
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Fig. 4 Proposed Wyner-Ziv coding and transmission scheme.
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←

propagated to the neighboring variable node vi . mji
concerns the probabilities that check equation cj is
satisfied (in Fig. 6, j ¼ 1, i ¼ 5).
3. Repeat steps 1 to 2 iteratively until stopping criterion
has been met.
5.2 Error Resilience of SWC Over Binary Erasure
Channel

implemented. We assume that the correlation between X
and its side information Y can be modeled by independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d) binary symmetric channel
statistics with crossover probability pc. The output parity/
syndrome bits are transmitted over a BEC with bit erasure
rate re . The code word length is n ¼ 6336, iteration number
is 100, and the basic irregular parity check matrix are taken
from Ref. 9. Two cases are considered for the experiments,
i.e., fixed rate case and variable rate case.

Assuming the output bitstream of SWC is transmitted over a
binary erasure channel (BEC), some bits in the code word
will be erased or deleted due to poor channel condition.
For the parity-based SWC, the lost bits cannot be distinguished from the ones that have been punctured, i.e., since
the message propagation path remains the same, the only
influence of this fact is that there is no information coming
from the channel. However, as long as there are enough
messages from neighboring check nodes, the lost bits can
still be recovered.
For the syndrome-based SWC, the situation changes. The
output message for each check node is the possibility of
check equation cj to be satisfied. If the syndrome bits of current check node are lost, there is no way to calculate such
possibility. In other words, all the message-propagation
paths connected to this check node are deleted due to the
loss of the syndrome bits. This will dramatically influence
the performance of decoding. Therefore, parity-based SWC
is more suitable for DVC over erasure channels than syndrome-based SWC.
5.3 Experimental Results
In order to validate the analysis in the previous subsection,
experiments of SWC coding for a binary source X are

1. Fixed rate setting: In this case, first the rate R0 for perfect SWC decoding when there is no erasure is decided
and fixed for the experiments. Then the source is SWC
coded at rate R0 and transmitted through BEC with
different bit erasure ratio re . The decoding error
ratio rd for different re is given in Fig. 7.
2. Variable rate setting. In this case, the coding rate Rd is
first set as R0 in case 1 and decoding is attempted. We
assume the decoder can detect the decoding error rate.
Similarly with original feedback-based SWC, the decoder will require more parity/syndrome bits for perfect decoding, potentially until all the parity/syndrome
bits are transmitted (i.e., Rd ¼ 1). But for each retransmission, the bits erasure ratio is still the same. In other
words, there always exist bits erasures. Apparently,
when the bit erasure rate re exceeds a certain value,
both parity-based SWC and syndrome-based SWC
will fail to decode perfectly. For each crossover probability between X and Y, the three-dimensional plots
for final coding rate Rd , channel erasure ratio re , and
decoding error ratio rd are given in Fig. 8.
As shown in Fig. 7, when there are bits erasures, both
LDPC parity-based and LDPCA syndrome-based SWC
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schemes cannot achieve perfect decoding, with the exception
of parity-based SWC under some conditions (i.e., when re >
0.01 at pc ¼ 0.05, 0.13, 0.17). But parity-based SWC has
fewer errors than syndrome-based SWC. From Fig. 8 it
can be seen that when retransmissions of parity bits are permitted, the syndrome-based SWC outperformed parity-based
SWC in terms of coding rate Rd when re < 0.1. However,
when re > 0.1, the situation changes. The Rd for syndrome-based SWC increases dramatically and exceeds parity-based SWC. Moreover, as re increases, syndrome-based
SWC cannot decode successfully even if all the syndromes
are transmitted (i.e.,Rd ¼ 1). On the other hand, the paritybased SWC can still accomplish perfect decoding, as long as
enough parity bits are sent to decoder. Note that if re exceeds
a certain value, both the parity-based SWC and the syndrome-based SWC will not be able to decode the data,
but the threshold value is, in general, much higher for the
parity-based SWC than the syndrome-based SWC.
In conclusion, when re is lower than certain value, the
LDPCA syndrome-based SWC outperforms LDPC paritybased SWC. However, when re exceeds a certain value,
LDPCA syndrome-based SWC performs much lower than
parity-based SWC, which means higher rate for the DVC
system. In addition, LDPCA syndrome-based SWC cannot
perfectly decode even if all the syndromes are transmitted as
the re increases, which would dramatically decrease the
quality of DVC output frames. For these reasons, LDPC parity-based SWC is more suitable than LDPCA syndromebased SWC for DVC over packet lossy channels where
bit erasures are possible. Therefore, in the following sections,
we only employ LDPC parity-based SWC for the DVC
system.

6 Proposed Packetization Scheme
As analyzed in Sec. 5, LDPC parity-based SWC has better
error resilience than LDPCA syndrome-based SWC. The
systematic mode generation matrix G is first generated
and used to encode every bit plane of each coefficient.
Then only the parity bits are buffered and sent on the actual
channel while the original data are supposed to be sent on a
virtual channel. The output of the virtual channel is the socalled side information, which is generated at the decoder
side by means of the key frames. The channel decoder
then uses the SI with the parity bits to recover the original
data of the WZ frame. The next subsection will investigate
the issue of how to packetize the required parity bits before
sending them over a packet network.
6.1 DVC Data Structure
In order to present the proposed packetization scheme
for DVC, the data structure should be first described.
Suppose the frame size is w · h, where w and h represents
the width and height of the frame, respectively. Pixels are
grouped into 4 × 4 blocks; then, as shown in Fig. 4, DCT
is applied for each block and the resulting coefficients,
one for each band i, are quantized according to a quantization parameter Qi, i ∈ ½0; 15. For each band i a number of
bits for quantized symbol X i , i ∈ ½0; 15 is decided. Qi
decreases as the spatial frequency increases. For instance,
Fig. 9 shows that the DC coefficient is represented using
Q0 ¼ 7 bits while the highest frequency one has only
Q15 ¼ 1 bit. Then each coefficient X i is subdivided into
bit planes, with the j’th most significant bit plane represented
by Bji, i ∈ ½0; 15, j ∈ ½1; Qi . Finally, the bits with the same
band i and bit plane number j of all the DCT blocks are
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where pji is the erasure probability of transmission channel
(C1 in Fig. 2) for the current bit plane, and ð1 − pji Þ is the
channel capacity. In other words, the lower bound of the
transmission rate of each bit plane is given by Eq. (7).
The number of parity bits nji allocated to Bji ðXÞ is

P01
P02
P07

...

...

nji ¼ Rji · k;

P151

which is actually decided by the correlation of Y ki and Xki
(i.e., the channel 2) and the bit erasure probability of current
bit plane pji (i.e., the channel 1).

Fig. 9 Data structure of WZC encoder.

grouped together. Each bit plane is independently SWC
coded with the code word length of k ¼ w · h∕16. The set
of parity bits for Bji for perfect decoding is represented by
Pji and the bit number is nji .
6.2 Rate Allocation Problem for DVC Over Binary
Erasure Channel
Before dealing with packetization issues, it is necessary to
discuss the rate-allocation problem for DVC over binary
erasure channels, since the variability of the amount of data
to be sent has an impact on the packetization scheme, as
explained in the next subsection. The coding and transmission system for each bit plane in Fig. 4 can be perfectly
modeled by the “compression with uncoded side information” structure shown in Fig. 2, where channel 1 represents
the real transmission channel and channel 2 is the virtual
channel. For each bit plane, the correlation between source
and side information varies, and the minimum rate for successful decoding varies consequently, so the required channel 2 capacity varies from bit plane to bit plane. Suppose
channel 1 is a packet lossy channel, its status can be
described by a number, the PLR p, yielding to a channel
capacity C1 ¼ ð1 − pÞ.
Let X ki represent the source sample vector of quantized
symbols with source length k for one specific coefficient
band i, i ∈ ½0; 15, Bji ðXÞ, j ¼ 1; 2; 3; : : : denote the j’th
fj−1g
most significant bit plane of X ki , Bi
ðXÞ denote the symbol from earlier decoded bit planes. Then, according to
Samuel’s results in Ref. 35, the rate required for lossless
compression of the j’th bit plane is given by
fj−1g

HðBji ðXÞjBi

ðXÞ; Y ki Þ;

(5)

where Y ki is the SI of X ki .
As described earlier in this section, the information bits of
each bit plane are coded using systematic LDPC coding, and
only the parity bits are punctured and transmitted to the
decoder. Given an (n, k) LDPC code with the source length
of k, code word length of n, and parity check matrix H of
ðn − kÞ · n, the compression ratio of each bit plane in DVC is
R ¼ Frac½ðn − kÞ∕k;

6.3 Packetization Scheme
Packet networks are characterized by the fact that all data are
either completely lost or received correctly. In addition, data
are first packetized into packets and then put into packet
networks. So before transmission, the required parity bits
should be first packetized into packets (see Fig. 4); the packet
number np can be decided as
X j
ni ∕lp ;
(9)
np ¼
i;j

where lp represents packet length in bit.
However, how to packetize the required parity bits (not
necessary all the parity bits) for all the bit planes in
Fig. 9 is still an open question. Two simple packetization
schemes are proposed in the following.
1. Sequential packetization of parity bits, from lowfrequency DCT coefficients to high-frequency coefficients, from MSB to LSB. In other words, all the
required parity bits are assembled sequentially (i.e.,
fP10 ; P20 ; : : : ; P70 ; : : : P115 g in Fig. 9) and then packetized into several packets.
2. Parallel packetization among different bit planes of
parity bits. In this packetization scheme, each bit
plane Pji is divided into np fixed length fragments,
and an index (i.e., from 1 to np ) is assigned to each
one of them. Then the fragments with same index
of each bit plane are packetized into one packet
(see Fig. 10).
Suppose that the packet bit length is lp ¼ 4000, and the
source frame size is common intermediate format (352 · 288)
with k ¼ 6336 DCT blocks. The packet length and block
number (i.e., the frame length of LDPC coding) have the
same order of magnitude.
For the sequential packetization, the erasure of one packet
will cause the loss of a large portion of or even all of the

fj−1g
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ðXÞ; Y ki g∕ð1 − pji Þ;

(7)

P01 (1)

P01

P01 (2)

P02 (1) P02 (2)

P02

(6)

where Fracf•g means a fraction of the object, which represents the puncturing ratio. According to the conditions given
by Eq. (4), the compression ratio of Bji ðXÞ for lossless compression should satisfy
Rji ≥ fH½Bji ðXÞjBi

(8)
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Fig. 10 Parallel packetization.
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required parity bits for one bit plane. Consequently, the
decoder will fail to decode such bit plane. In addition, it
is difficult to estimate the bit erasure probability pji of
each bit plane, which is essential for bit allocation in Eq. (8).
On the contrary, parallel packetization has the great
advantage that if a packet is lost, only a portion of data
of each bit plane is lost, and the chances for the channel
code to effectively recover the lost bits are high (see Fig. 7).
At the same time, it guarantees that each bit plane of current
frame has the same bit erasure probability, making it easier to
estimate from channel conditions. Therefore, in this work,
the parallel packetization scheme is employed for better
error resilience.
7 Rate Allocation in Wyner-Ziv Video Coding
As discussed in previous sections, in order to make the DVC
system more practical, the DVC encoder needs to know how
many parity bits should be transmitted to the decoder for
each bit plane. The correlation between source and SI for
each bit plane varies, and the minimum rate for successful
decoding varies consequently, so the required rate for decoding varies from bit plane to bit plane. At the same time, the
packet loss probability of the channel should also be considered for rate allocation, when the bit stream of DVC is transmitted over packet lossy channels. In other words, the
required number of parity bits for perfect decoding should
be influenced by both the correlation and packet erasure
ratio, since LDPC in Fig. 4 is used for “correcting”
the bit errors in both the “virtual correlation channel” and
the “real transmission channel.” The theoretical rate can
be decided by Eqs. (5) to (8).
There are three approaches for rate allocation in WZ
codecs: (1) Ideal rate allocation. This scheme performs several decoding attempts, with increasing amounts of parity
information, up to successful decoding or transmission of
all the parity bits. The packet loss ratio is, of course, constant
across the decoding attempts, since, in practical scenarios,
the rate should be first allocated before transmission of parity
information. The performance provided by this rate-allocation scheme will be regarded in this work as a lower bound
indication. (2) Practical rate allocation in decoder, and communicated once to the encoder. In this scheme, the decoder
performs the rate allocation and directly informs the encoder.
(3) Practical rate allocation in encoder without feedback
channel. In this scheme, the encoder performs the rate allocation. In this section, we will discuss the rate-allocation
problem with particular reference to the practical transmission of DVC data over packet lossy channels.
7.1 Ideal Rate Allocation: Lowest Rate Bound
As discussed in Sec. 4.2, the basic DISCOVER codec
scheme first requests partial parity bits and attempt decoding.
If decoding fails, the decoder will request additional parity
bits through the feedback channel and decode again. This
DTD process (defined in Sec. 4.2) will be repeated iteratively
until successful decoding of the current bit plane or the transmission of all the available parity bits. Typically, several
DTD cycles are needed for decoding, introducing a high
delay, which is often not suitable for practical video applications. However, this gradual decoding scheme guarantees
to use the lowest rate for decoding, given a certain channel
code. In this sense, it can be considered as the bound of the
Optical Engineering

system performance. As discussed in Sec. 4.2, in our proposed system, the RA module should first allocate the
amount that is needed for WZ decoding at one time before
packetization and transmission. In this work we follow the
DTD process to establish the system performance bound, so
that it can be used as the reference to evaluate the error resilience of the DVC codec.
In the proposed system, the parallel packetization scheme
shown in Fig. 10 is used. So the bit erasure ratio equals to pji
under packet loss ratio p. Since the number of bits for each
bit plane under a specific p cannot be decided in advance, in
our evaluation system we first compute the ideal number of
bits nji for each bit plane when p ¼ 0 and calculate the
packet number np for the current frame using Eq. (9).
Then np is fixed throughout all the evaluation for each
frame. When p > 0, probably more parity bits will be
required for decoding due to the possible decoding failure
caused by the erasure of parity bits packets with a random
erasure pattern. In order to decide the minimum rate needed
for decoding given a specific p value, the following rateallocation mechanism is designed:
For each bit plane, suppose the overall parity bits output
of LDPC encoder for i’th bit plane of j’th coefficient band
bit plane is Pji , then the candidate parity bits block set is
established as
fPji ðs1Þ; Pji ðs2Þ; : : : ; Pji ðsiÞ; : : : ; Pji g;
where Pji ðsiÞ is a rate-compatible punctured version of the
whole output parity bits Pji , and each element of the set satisfies Pji ðsiÞ ∈ Pji ðsjÞ, i < j for rate compatibility. Pji ðs1Þ is
the parity block that is needed for the error-free case (i.e.,
DISCOVER), and is first chosen and packetized into np
packets, which are subject to a certain packet erasure pattern
before they are fed into the LDPC decoder for decoding. In
case of decoding failure of Pji ðsiÞ, Pji ½sði þ 1Þ is chosen and
packetized into np packets again, and it is subject to the same
packet erasure pattern before it is fed into the decoder to reattempt decoding. This process will repeat until successfully
decoding. The data size of Pji ðsiÞ for successful decoding
can be used to decide the minimum rate. Note that the packet
length will slightly increase for each reattempt, but this is not
a problem if a reasonable packet size is considered in the
initial phase.
As discussed in Sec. 6.2, the theoretical compression ratio
of Rji is influenced by both the correlation between source
and SI and the erasure probability p. If Rji > 1, the theory
ensures that the bit plane cannot be decoded in any case.
In such a condition, there is no need to transmit the parity
bits for the bit plane to the decoder, as long as the encoder
is informed in advance of that decoding impossibility. In
theory, this situation could be predicted by means of
Eq. (7). In practice, in the proposed system, the rate is set
to zero in the final result if decoding fails after all parity
bits have been transmitted.
7.2 Practical Rate Allocation
In order to avoid the iterative operations in practical DVC
schemes, the coding rate of each bit plane should first be
estimated either at the encoder or decoder depending on
the scheme. Then the encoder can determine the number
of parity bits that should be transmitted to the decoder.
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We also name all this process as bits allocation (BA). As discussed in Sec. 6.2, given the side information Y i , the symbol
fj−1g
from former decoded bit planes Bi
ðXÞ and the bit erasure
j
ratio pi for the specific bit plane Bji ðXÞ, the compression
ratio Rji for decoding is given by Eq. (7) whose lower
bound [i.e., the right-side expression in Eq. (7)] can be
approximated as follows:35
fj−1g

HðBji ðXÞjBi
≈

ðXÞ; Y ki Þ∕ð1 − pji Þ

N
1X
Hðβi Þ∕ð1 − pji Þ;
N i¼1

(10)

where Hðβi Þ ¼ −βi logðβi Þ − ð1 − βi Þ logð1 − βi Þ and βi is
the probability of the bit in the current bit plane to be equal to
1, which is given by
fj−1g

βi ¼ pðBji ðXÞ ¼ 1jBi

fj−1g

¼

pðBji ðXÞ ¼ 1; Bi
fj−1g

pðBi

fj−1g

ðXÞ ¼ qXi

; Y ki ¼ yi Þ

fj−1g

ðXÞ ¼ qXi
fj−1g

ðXÞ ¼ qXi

jY ki ¼ yi Þ

jY ki ¼ yi Þ

;

(11)

fj−1g

where qXi represents the quantized symbol decided by the
previously decoded (j − 1) bit planes, yi represents the DCT
coefficient of i’th band.
In order to calculate βi in Eq. (11) the correlation between
X and Y should be estimated. Most of the previous works
model it using a Laplacian distribution36
pðXjYÞ ¼

α
expð−αjX − YjÞ;
2

(12)

where α is the Laplacian distribution parameter.
Now the BA problem has been transformed into the estimation of Laplacian parameter α, which can be performed
either in decoder36,37 or encoder38,39 for practical DVC systems. Both encoder- and decoder-based estimation have no
access to some necessary information, namely, X for decoder
or Y for encoder. But for decoder-based estimation, the
motion field can be used to improve accuracy, since the
decoder can perform computationally heavy operations. As
for the encoder-based estimation, motion information is not
available since in the proposed scheme the encoder computational complexity must be limited. Therefore, the decoder
estimation is always better than the encoder one. On the
other hand, if the estimation of α is implemented in the
decoder, the rate estimation results still need to be transmitted to the encoder through a feedback channel, whereas this
is not necessary for the encoder-based estimation.
In practical coding and transmission systems, assuming
that quantization is performed according to the matrix
shown in Fig. 9, there are 63 numbers, one for each bit
plane, which should be transmitted to the encoder. The data
size is therefore very small. In addition, the decoder RA only
needs one transmission of RA results, which will not cause
too much delay compared to a DTD scheme. On the other
hand, in most of the packet networks, only the decoder
can compute a reliable PLR estimate that can be used in
Eq. (10). Therefore, the feedback channel is necessary
even if the rate allocation is performed at the encoder.
Considering the better performance of the decoder BA,
the negligible influence in terms of delay, and the need of
Optical Engineering

a feedback channel, we employ decoder BA in our system.
If results in Eq. (10) exceed one, which yields Rji > 1, the
theory ensures that this bit plane cannot be decoded, thus the
rate is set to zero.
8 Side Information Generation and Reconstruction
Side information is one of the most important factors that
influence the coding efficiency of DVC systems. As defined
by Slepian-Wolf rate bound in Eq. (1), the rate for perfectly
decoding is decided by the correlation between the source X
and side information Y. The higher the correlation, the lower
the rate. In typical DVC frameworks (i.e., the DISCOVER
architecture shown in Fig. 3), SI is generated by motion compensated interpolation (MCI)9 using the adjacent key frames.
In the considered practical coding and transmission problems
of DVC shown in Fig. 4, the streams of both the key frames
and WZ frames are corrupted by packet erasures. The condition of key frames should be taken into consideration for
better SI generation. Moreover, when packet losses exceed a
certain value, decoding failure of whole bit planes may
occur; hence the reconstruction module in Fig. 4 should
be modified to maximize the decoding performance by taking full advantage of all the successfully decoded bit planes.
This section thoroughly investigates these two issues.
8.1 Key Frames Under Packet Loss
Key frames are the best information to use in order to compute the SI for DVC. Therefore, it is important to investigate
the performance of video streams using key frames only
under packet loss conditions for reference purposes. Key
frames are typically intra-encoded. A sequence composed
of all intra-encoded frames is resilient to packet losses
when compared to differentially encoded video streams,
since there is no temporal error propagation, which is one
of the main causes of video quality degradation.
In order to be as much error resilient as possible, we first
divide key frames into slices with the basic element of 4 × 4
block. Then the video frames are encoded so that all slices
have approximately the same size, and each slice is put into
one packet. This scheme maximizes the quality of the
decoded video since the data contained in every packet
can be decoded independently of the others. Thus all
received data contribute to improve the quality of the reconstructed video. In addition, concealment techniques can be
applied to reconstruct the missing data. Concealment in traditional video coding is often implemented by simply copying the data from the same position in the reference frames.
In our system, we employed a simple temporal concealment
technique, which substitutes the missing data with the one in
the same position in the previous key frame.
8.2 Side Information Generation with Corrupted
Key Frames
Since there is a strong correlation between adjacent frames,
the simplest way to generate SI is directly copying adjacent
frames or averaging the adjacent forward and backward key
frames.26 Motion field should be considered for more sophisticated SI generation. There are two major traditional algorithms to generate SI at the decoder, the motion compensated
interpolation/extrapolation and hash-based motion estimation. The former one has more consistent performance.9
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Xˆ t

The algorithm used in this work is MCI as done in the
DISCOVER framework.
For the case of packet losses, the algorithm needs to
be modified in order to improve its performance. When
key frames are sent on a packet lossy network, it is possible
that some frames need concealment due to missing information. The traditional video decoder can easily determine
which portion of the video (usually one or more slices) is
missing and act consequently. For the purpose of generating
the SI in DVC, the algorithm should consider the areas that
have been erased and concealed.
The motion vectors of real-world sequences have a
centrally biased distribution.40 In other words, most of the
blocks are stationary with little or even no motion with
respect to adjacent frames. As shown in Fig. 11, Y t represents the SI for current WZ frame. For each block
Bt ðx; yÞ located at pixel location ðx; yÞ in Y t , if the block
at the same position in adjacent key frames [i.e., Bt−1 ðx; yÞ
or Btþ1 ðx; yÞ] is lost, the chances of a poor performance of
the MCI is high. In such circumstances, the SI generation
algorithm should be modified based on the loss conditions
of the various parts of the forward and backward key frames.
In order to improve the SI, but without significantly increasing the decoder complexity, a simple algorithm has been
proposed as follows:
8
>
>
>
<

Bt ðx; yÞ
B
t−1 ðx; yÞ
B^ t ðx; yÞ ¼
B
ðx;
yÞ∕3
þ Btþ1 ðx; yÞ · 2∕3
>
t−2
>
>
:
Bt−2 ðx; yÞ

MVb

Bt 1 ( x, y )

Bt 2 ( x, y )

Xˆ t

Yt

1

8.3 Reconstruction Function Under Bit Plane
Decoding Failure
In packet lossy channels, it might still happen that, due to
a high number of packet losses, the received data is not
enough to reconstruct all the bit planes, hence all the bits
of each DCT coefficient. Therefore, in this case it is necessary to make full use of successfully decoded bit planes
for all the DCT coefficients for the best results. In this
work, we propose to use the following strategy. Since quantization has been employed to compute the coefficient, this
operation implicitly defines intervals within the valid range
of values, and each interval can be specified by the quantization value as its index. Adding more bits is equivalent to
reducing the size of those intervals, which can be perfectly
defined by the traditional reconstruction function given as
follows:26
8
< Y i ; Y i ∈ ½p^ li ; p^ ui 
X^ i ¼ p^ li ;
(15)
Y i < p^ li ;
: u
Y i > p^ ui
p^ i ;

1

Bt 1 ( x, y )

Bt ( x, y )
MV f

Fig. 11 Modified SI generation with concealed key frame.

1. Each block of initial SI of current WZ frame is first
generated by MCI without considering block erasures.
1
Bt ðx; yÞ ¼ X^ t−1 ðx þ mvxb ; y þ mvyb Þ
2
1
þ X^ tþ1 ðx þ mvxf ; y þ mvyf Þ;
2

(13)

where ðmvxb ; mvyb Þ and ðmvxf ; mvyf Þ are the backward and forward motion vector represented by
→

→

MV b and MV f in Fig. 11, computed using the algorithm in Ref. 9.
2. Let Etþ1 and Et−1 be the block loss pattern of forward
key frame and backward key frame, where Eðx; yÞ ¼
1 means the pixel located at ðx; yÞ is lost and vice versa
for 0. Each block of SI is refined by

Et−1 ðx; yÞ ¼ 0 and Etþ1 ðx; yÞ ¼ 0
Et−1 ðx; yÞ ¼ 1 and Etþ1 ðx; yÞ ¼ 0
:
Et−1 ðx; yÞ ¼ 0 and Etþ1 ðx; yÞ ¼ 1
Et−1 ðx; yÞ ¼ 1 and Etþ1 ðx; yÞ ¼ 1

Table 1 shows the improvements of the proposed algorithm over MCI, for different Qp I of key frames and packet
loss ratios. The proposed algorithm has very good performance in case of packet loss in key frames, even if sequences
present different motion characteristics.

Optical Engineering

Xˆ t

2

(14)

where Y i , i ∈ ½0; 15 represents the i’th DCT coefficients of
the SI frame, p^ li is the lower bound value of the quantization
interval corresponding to the quantized symbol qXi , and p^ ui is
the upper bound value of the quantization interval.
For a specific band i and its quantized symbol qXi ,
i ∈ ½0; 15, suppose there are lb lost bit planes, and the set
of lost bit planes (i.e., the unsuccessfully decoded bit planes)
is represented by L ¼ fLbi ; b ∈ ½0; 15g, then there are 2lb −1
possible quantized symbols. Let us define the set of possible
quantized symbol as Q ¼ fqXi ðyÞ; y ∈ ½0; 2lb −1 − 1g, the
corresponding interval setting as Ω ¼ f½p^ lXi ðyÞ; p^ uXi ðyÞ;
y ∈ ½0; 2lb −1 − 1g, and the boundary setting as B ¼
fp^ zXi ðyÞ; y ∈ ½0; 2lb −1 − 1; z ∈ fl; ugg, then the proposed
modified reconstruction function is given by

Y i ; Y i ∈ ½p^ lXi ðyÞ; p^ hXi ðyÞ
^
Xi ¼
;
(16)
p^ min
otherwise
Xi ;
where
p^ min
Xi ¼ arg

fjp^ zXi ðyÞ − Y i jg:
min
z ∈ ½l; n
y ∈ ½0; 2lb −1 − 1

(17)

In other words, we first find the possible quantization bin
Ω compatible with the quantization parameter and available
bit planes that are perfectly decoded. If the value of the corresponding coefficient in the SI fits into the interval setting
determined by Ω, the value of the SI is used, otherwise
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Table 1 PSNR improvement of proposed SI generation over the MCI
algorithm (dB).
Qp I
Plr

22

24

26

28

Coastguard
0.01

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.05

0.14

0.16

0.12

0.11

0.10

0.28

0.29

0.25

0.23

0.15

0.40

0.40

0.36

0.35

0.20

0.40

0.50

0.47

0.45

Foreman
0.01

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.05

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.17

0.10

0.45

0.41

0.36

0.35

0.15

0.61

0.55

0.51

0.51

0.20

0.71

0.66

0.64

0.63

Flower garden
0.01

0

0

0

0

0.05

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.06

0.10

0.13

0.12

0.14

0.14

0.15

0.20

0.19

0.20

0.21

0.20

0.27

0.25

0.27

0.27

Soccer
0.01

0

0

0

0

0.05

0.01

0

0

0.01

0.10

0.01

0.01

0

0.02

0.15

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.20

0.02

0.04

0.04

0.05

either the upper or lower boundary of the interval, which is
nearest to the value of the SI, is used as the decoding output.
In this way, a value can be assigned to each DCT coefficient
also when not all bit planes could be successfully decoded.
9 Simulation Results
In order to validate the error-resilience performance of
the proposed schemes and provide fair comparisons with
the traditional H.264/AVC scheme, we carried out several
Optical Engineering

experiments. First, we present the video coding parameters
and the three types of experimental setups used in the experiments. Second, the experimental results for each setup are
reported and commented.
9.1 Coding Conditions and Experimental Setup
In all the experiments, the luminance of four standard video
test sequences with widely different characteristics (first 200
frames of foreman, coastguard, flower garden, and all frames
of soccer) have been encoded at 30 fps, quarter common
intermediate format resolution with a group of picture
(GOP) length of 2, using both the proposed DVC system
and H.264/AVC, to provide a comprehensive view about
the performance of the proposed schemes with respect to
H.264/AVC. The GOP pattern “I-WZ-I” is employed for
DVC and the GOP pattern “I-B-I” with no P-type frames
is employed for H.264/AVC. I-type frames for DVC are
the frames referred to as the key ones in the previous discussion and are also H.264/AVC-encoded. For the WZ frames,
five quantization matrixes following Ref. 41 are used in DVC
for different RD points. The quantization parameters (QP)
for I-type frames are set so that the average quality (measured according to PSNR) of the WZ frames and key frames
is similar. Apart from the modules whose algorithms are proposed in this work, the other modules of the DVC codec
mainly follow the DISCOVER system described in
Ref. 9. For H.264/AVC test, various QP values [i.e., (16,
18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28)] have been employed in order to
test several H.264/AVC video bitrates. The test model software JM v.11.042 main profile has been employed to perform
H.264/AVC and DVC key frame encoding.
In the experiments, the RD performance bound for the
case of no losses is established first. Then, we consider
packet lossy networks with uniform packet loss probability.
The packet length is set to be about 500 bytes for both I-type
frames and B/WZ frames. The transmission performance
over packet loss channels with different packet loss ratio
[i.e., PLR ¼ ð1%; 5%; 10%; 15%; 20%Þ] is evaluated. For
each condition 20 experiments with different randomly generated packet loss patterns are performed, and their results
have been averaged. Note that since we kept the maximum
packet length fixed, the number of packets varies for I-type
frames at different QP. For example, when QP ¼ 28 the data
size of the fifth frame of the foreman sequence is 2896 bytes,
and the number of packets needed is six. This implies that the
probability of the whole frame loss is PLR6, which is much
lower than PLR. In other words, this packetization scheme
will provide much better SI quality than putting the I-type
frame into a single packet. As for WZ/B frames, since the
amount of data is generally lower, the number of packets
is lower, and the chances of whole frame loss are higher
than I-type frames. In this case, our proposed algorithm
can handle it by directly using SI as the WZ frames are
decoded. For the B frames case a standard, temporal error
concealment strategy is used, where missing information
is replaced with the one in the same position in the previous
frame.
All RD performance graphs show the PSNR value computed as the average over all frames. Also, note that the
results showing WZC performance refer to our proposed
parallel packetization scheme, since the performance
using sequential packetization would be very poor, besides
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being arduous to implement due to the difficulties in estimating the bit erasure probability for each bit plane as explained
in Sec. 6.3. Three types of setups are defined as follows
to evaluate the contribution of each part of the proposed
scheme:

more parity bits from the encoder through a feedback
channel until successful decoding or the transmission
of all the parity bits).
3. Packet losses on all frames with practical decoder rate
allocation: In these experiments, rate allocation is performed in the decoder using the algorithm in Sec. 8.2.
The other conditions are the same as setup No 2. Since
the rate for each frame is decided and transmitted to
the encoder only once, this setup is much more practical than the aforementioned setup No 2.

1. Packet losses only on B/WZ frames with ideal rate
allocation: In this setup, the packet losses only affect
the B and WZ frames (i.e., all key frames are
loss-free). The main purpose of this experiment is
to evaluate the error resilience of the WZ frames
themselves.
2. Packet losses on all frames with ideal rate allocation:
This setup considers a more realistic situation where
losses affect all transmitted packets. Both I as well
as B and WZ frames are subject to losses. The concealment algorithm for I frames and SI generation
algorithm are the ones described in Sec. 6. The
ideal rate-allocation algorithm presented in Sec. 8.1
is used in WZ coding (i.e., the decoder requests

9.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
9.2.1 Packet losses only on B/WZ frame with ideal
rate allocation
Figure 12 shows the RD performance considering packet
losses ranging from 0% to 20% but affecting only B
and WZ frames. In this scenario, video sequences coded
using H.264/AVC (H264) often show better performance
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Fig. 12 RD performance of H.264/AVC (dashed line) and DVC schemes (solid line) in presence of losses on B and WZ frames only.
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algorithm to generate better SI, which resulted in better overall system performance.

compared to the DVC counterparts (WZC). In all sequences,
the performance gap can be explained considering that B
frames are more efficient than WZ ones in RD terms.
These results are expected, since the state-of-art DVC frameworks are still far from traditional H.264/AVC in terms of
compression performance.
However, it should also be noted that the performance of
the DVC scheme, for all sequences, is only marginally
affected by the increased PLR, while in case of the
H.264/AVC sequences it degrades significantly. So the proposed WZ coding and transmission scheme has much better
error resilience than H.264/AVC. This is, in general, an advantage for DVC as new higher performance DVC schemes
will be proposed. For the case of flower garden and coastguard, for high bitrates and PLR, WZ coded sequences even
slightly outperform the H.264/AVC ones, up to 0.3 dB for
coastguard and 2 dB for flower garden in PSNR. The
main reason is that these two sequences have more uniform
motion due to camera panning, which allows the MCI

9.2.2 Packet losses on all frames with ideal rate
allocation
For a more realistic situation where losses affect all packets,
Fig. 13 shows the RD performance of both the H.264/AVC
(H264) and the proposed DVC framework with ideal
rate allocation in decoder (WZC). While at low PLR, the
H.264/AVC sequences present a better quality compared
with DVC ones, for all sequences the situation reverses as
PLR and bitrate increase. For instance, the crossover point
for 5% PLR is at about 1000 kbit∕s for foreman, coastguard,
and flower garden, while it is about 1200 kbit∕s for soccer.
For higher PLR values, the crossover point moves toward
lower bitrates: for 10% PLR it is about 500 kbit∕s
(600 kbit∕s for soccer), while for higher PLR the DVC
scheme with the proposed SI generation algorithm for packet
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Fig. 13 RD performance of H.264/AVC (dashed line) and DVC schemes (solid line) when losses affect all frames, where ideal rate allocation is
assumed.
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loss scenarios outperforms H.264/AVC at almost all tested
bitrates.

increases, besides the fact that the DTD loop does not
allow to use it in practical scenarios.
As expected, the DISCOVER based on LDPCA performance is slightly better than our LDPC-based system at
PLR ¼ 0 (i.e., 0.3 to 0.8 dB). The performance slightly
decreases for the case of WZCRA with respect to WZC
due to the exchange of less information in WZCRA. The
reduction ranges from 0.2 to 1 dB for most sequences
(i.e., foreman, coastguard, flower garden). Note that the
gap for the soccer sequence is more pronounced, ranging
from 3 to 5 dB PSNR, suggesting that sequences with high
motion particularly suffer from the absence of extensive
receiver feedback. This is reasonable since high motion
results in poor SI generated by MCI. As a consequence the
overall performance decreases.
In order to clearly show the error-resilience performance,
the RD performance of the proposed practical DVC scheme
with decoder rate allocation (WZCRA) are also directly
compared with H.264/AVC (H264) in Fig. 15. The results
make our proposal for a practical DVC scheme even more
interesting, although the performance, as expected, slightly
decreases due to the limitation on feedback information.
The behavior shown in the previous set of results in
Eq. (2) still holds, i.e., DVC is more convenient as the

9.2.3 Packet losses on all frames with decoder
rate allocation
For the proposed practical DVC system with decoder rate
allocation that does not rely on extensive feedback information from the receiver as in widespread DVC schemes,
Fig. 14 shows the RD performance comparing ideal rate
allocation (WZC) and practical decoder rate allocation
(WZCRA). The performance of the DISCOVER codec
based on LDPCA and the DTD loop in case of no losses
are also given in Fig. 14 for reference. Note that in
Sec. 4.2 we have shown that the DISCOVER codec cannot
directly be employed for transmission in packet lossy channel due to the use of a DTD loop that would severely have an
impact on the system latency. In addition we have also shown
in Sec. 5.3 that the LDPCA-based SWC performance is
much worse than the LDPC-based SWC when the erasure
rate is greater than 10%. Due to the lack of a publicly available DISCOVER implementation that can handle data
losses, we could not show the DISCOVER performance
at PLR > 0. However, the previous considerations suggest
that its performance would significantly drop as the PLR
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Fig. 14 RD performance of DVC with ideal RA (solid line) and proposed RA (dashed line).
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Fig. 15 RD performance of H.264/AVC (dashed line) and the proposed practical DVC scheme (solid line) with the proposed rate allocation
algorithm.

PLR increases. For most sequences, the proposed DVC
scheme outperforms H.264/AVC when PLR > 10%. Even
for the soccer sequence with very high motion (which causes
very poor DVC coding performance), the proposed practical
DVC scheme outperforms H.264/AVC when the rate exceeds
700 kbps at 20% PLR and 1 Mbps at 15% PLR.
9.3 Discussion
As shown by the experimental results, the proposed practical
DVC system is effective and practical for transmission over
packet lossy channels. The key strengths are that the DTD
loop has been discarded, the data size is allocated before
packetization, and the data are packetized properly into packets with reasonable length. Figures 12 and 13 clearly show
that if the rate is perfectly allocated for both the virtual channel and the real transmission channel, the proposed practical
DVC system can achieve better performance than H.264/
AVC at high PLR. Note the proposed DVC framework
is based on the start-of-art DISCOVER architecture, which
Optical Engineering

still presents a gap in terms of coding performance with
respect to H.264/AVC for the case of no transmission
error. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed practical
system presents much better error resilience than H.264/
AVC. Specifically, the careful choice of the channel coding
scheme based on a comprehensive analysis of the most suitable channel codes and the proposed packetization scheme
that takes into account the error resilience and the rate allocation algorithm now ready for use in a practical scenario
have significantly improved the error resilience of the
DVC system. The SI generation based on the loss pattern
of the key frame and the reconstruction function, which
makes full use of successfully decoded bit planes, significantly improved the decoding quality of video frames.
Although the loss pattern is needed for SI, this information
can be easily extracted by inspecting, e.g., packet fields in
the network layer protocols such as the sequence number
of the real-time transport protocol.
Figures 14 and 15 have also shown that although the proposed practical rate-allocation algorithm introduced some
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performance losses for low packet loss rates, the final system
is still better than H.264/AVC when the network condition
degrades. This shows that our proposed rate-allocation algorithm is effective.
While our system achieves good performance, the
modifications and additions with respect to the original
DISCOVER architecture are limited in terms of complexity.
No additions are needed for the encoder except for the packetization, which is, however, necessary for any transmission
system. For the decoder case, the only additional complexities are as follows: (1) Estimating the rate for each bit plane
depending on the quality of the received SI and on the PLR
which is typically provided by transmission protocol such as
the real-time transport protocol. (2) Reconstructing the information on the basis of all the already successfully decoded
bit planes. Since the most complex tasks are confined within
the decoder, the previous modifications perfectly integrates
into the original DISCOVER architecture.
10 Conclusion
This paper presented a framework to optimize the quality of
video communications based on distributed video coding in
packet lossy network scenarios. The peculiarities of the distributed video-coding paradigm have been reviewed in order
to investigate the issues in transmitting such type of compressed data over packet lossy networks. A number of adaptations have been proposed to take full advantage of the
intrinsic robustness of distributed video coding to data
loss. A new packetization scheme is proposed, modifications
to rate-allocation mechanism have been investigated in detail
in order to make them more practical, new procedures for the
SI generation, and reconstruction functions are also proposed
for better performance. Results show that all these new proposals significantly contribute to the performance of DVC in
a practical scenario. Moreover, results also include extensive
performance comparisons of the improved DVC schemes
with respect to a conventional packet video communication
using the H.264/AVC coding standard. The proposed techniques provide comparable or better performance than a traditional H.264/AVC-based system especially when PLR
increases. The proposed techniques are an effective first
step in the direction of a practical system for a high-performance error-resilient DVC transmission over traditional
packet lossy networks. Future work will be devoted to perform further comparison with the emerging HEVC standard.
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